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The splitting field K of a commutative association scheme is the extension of the 
rationals by the adjunction of all eigenvalues of the association scheme. Let L be 
a subfield of K containing all the Krein parameters. It is shown that the Galois 
group of K/L is contained in the center of the Galois group of K/Q. In particular, 
if the Krein parameters are all rational, then the eigenvalues are contained in a 
cyclotomic number field. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 3s t-F {Rt}i=o,l,...,,) b e a commutative association scheme with the 
adjacency matrices &=I, Ai, . . . . A,. The eigenvalues of A,, where 
0 < i < 4 are called the eigenvalues of the association scheme X. The split- 
ting field K is the extension of Q by the adjunction of all the eigenvalues 
of 9. In the book by Bannai and Ito [l, p. 1231, it is asked whether K is 
contained in a cyclotomic number field. The purpose of this note is to 
answer this question positively under the assumption that the Krein 
parameters are all rational. It should be mentioned that the known exam- 
ples of commutative association scheme with irrational Krein parameters 
have quadratic or quartic splitting fields. (See Remarks at the end of this 
section). 
Let us introduce necessary notations all of which are used in [ 11. Let U 
be the subalgebra of M,(C) generated by the adjacency matrices 
A o=Z, Al, . . . . Ad, where n = (Xl. U is called the Bose-Mesner algebra of the 
association scheme S. In this note, association schemes are always 
assumed to be commutative. Let &, El, . . . . Ed be the primitive idempotents 
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of U, where nE,= J is the all one matrix. Since U is closed under the 
Hadamard (entry-wise) product, which we denote by 3, we can write 
The coefficients qi are called the Krein parameters. 
THEOREM. Let % be a commutative association scheme with the splitting 
field K. If L is a subfield of K containing all the Krein parameters, then 
Gal(K/L) is contained in the center of Gal(K/Q). 
The Kronecker-Weber theorem [4, Chap. 141 states that any abelian 
extension is contained in a cyclotomic extension. Therefore, we obtain the 
following. 
COROLLARY. If the Krein parameters are all rational, then the splitting 
field K is contained in a cyclotomic number field. 
Remarks (1). The incidence graph of a generalized hexagon of order 
(q, q), or its line graph [3, Sect. 6.51 has irrational Krein parameters, if 
q > 1. The splitting field is quartic over Q if neither q nor 3q is a square, 
quadratic over Q if one of q or 3q is a square. 
(2) The following association schemes have irrational Krein 
parameters, and quadratic splitting field. 
(i) The incidence graph of a generalized triangle of order (q, q) (i.e., 
a projective plane of order q) if q is not a square. 
(ii) The incidence graph of a generalized quadrangle of order (q, q), 
if 2q is not a square. 
(iii) The Livingstone graph [3, Sect. 13.51. 
(iv) The Coxeter graph [3, Sect. 12.31. 
(v) The association scheme coming from the action of GL(n, q) on 
non-incident point-hyperplane pairs [2]. 
(3) Note that any of the above association schemes has an abelian 
splitting field, therefore the conclusion of Corollary holds. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 
Let us keep the same notations as in the previous section, and write 
Ai= i Pi(.i)Ej (O<i<d) 
j=O 
Ej=f ,2 qi(i) Ai (O< j<d). 
Z=O 
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Then p,(j) (0 < j < d) are the eigenvalues of Ai, and K = Q(pi(j) 
(0 < i, j< d)) = Q(e(i) (0 6 i, j< d)) is the splitting field of X’. 
LEMMA 1. For each Q E Gal(K/Q), define an endomorphism of U by 
@(a) t liAj = f n,p,(j,“-‘Ej, ( > i=O i,j=O 
where Cf=‘=, &A, E U, Ii E @. Then Q(Q) is an automorphism of the algebra U. 
Proof: It s&ices to check @(a)(AiAj) = @(a)(Ai)@(o)(Aj). Since 
AjAj= 2 p;Ak 
k=O 
for some non-negative integers ps, we have 
Pi(l) Pjcr) = i P$Pk(‘) (O<I<d) 
k=O 
p,(l)“-‘p,(l)“-’ = i p;pk(l)“-’ (061<4 
k=O 
from which the result follows. 1 
Since {E,, E, , . . . . Ed} is the set of the primitive idempotents of U, it is 
permuted by the automorphism @(a). We write @(a)(Ej) = EjdCC,, where 
4(a) is a permutation on the set (0, 1, . . . . d}. Since 
j=O 
d 
it follows that p,(j)” = p,(j#(a)) f or any i,j with O<i,j<d and any 
(T E Gal(K/Q). 
Let @ be the algebra whose underlying vector space is U with respect to 
the Hadamard product. Then A,, A,, . . . . A, are the primitive idempotents 
of cr. 
LEMMA 2. For each r E Gal(K/Q)), define an endomorphism of U by 
=i, $ njqj(i)r-’ Ai, 
l,J=o 
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where Xi”= O LjEj E U, jtij E @. Then Y( t ) is an automorphism of the algebra fi 
if and only if z fixes all the Krein parameters. 
ProoJ: By the definition of the Krein parameters, we have 
4ilz) qj(l) = i 4k,4k(O. 
k=O 
If z fixes the Krein parameters, then 
q#)‘-’ q,(l)‘-’ = 1 q;.q&)‘-‘, 
k=O 
so that Y(r) becomes an algebra automorphism of a. 
Conversely, suppose that Y(r) is an automorphism of the algebra a. 
Then Y(z) permutes the primitive idempotents Ao, Ai, . . . . A,, so 
yb)(Ai) = Ai@ for some permutation $(r) on (0, . . . . d}. Since 
y(~)(Ej) =i ,i e(i) ‘Y(7)(Ai) 
1=0 
we find qi(i)’ = qj(i$(z)) f or any i, j with 0 < i, j < d. Note that PQ = nl, 
where P= (pi(i)), Q = (qj(i)), are d+ 1 by d+ 1 matrices with (i, j)-entries 
pi(i), qj(i), respectively. Thus we find p,(j)’ = pitic,,( Since p,(O) is an 
integer, we have p,(O) = pitic,,( By Cl, Theorems 3.5, 3.61, the Krein 
parameters are given by the formula 
q~=nqk(o)v~oq~ ’ J --!- i -( )q-(v)qk(V)h(o), 
where the permutation 1 H f is defined by Ei= E, = ET. Note that qk(0) 
and p”(O) are integers. Therefore, if Y(7) is an automorphism of the algebra 
fi, then 
= q;, 
as desired. 1 
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Proof of Theorem. We have shown the following. 
PiW”=Pi(MO)) (O<i,j<d, acGal(K/Q)) 
Pi (A’ = Pi$.(~)(j) (0 < i, j< d, TV E Gal(K/L)). 
Therefore, Pi(j)“’ = Pi(jd(“))T = Pi$(z)(M”)) = Pi@(*)(A” = PiWTu* Since 
K= Q@,(j) (0 d i, j< d)), we have 0~ = 7~. This implies Z(Gal(K/Q)) I> 
Gal(K/L). 1 
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